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——————–——

MESSAGE FROM THE HEADTEACHER
Dear Families,
Well the term is certainly flying by! The children are continuing to work hard
in their lessons and it is a delight to see the quality of the work that they are
producing. Their writing in particular is coming on in leaps and bounds; the
seem so inspired by the fantastic books we are studying in our english
lessons.
We are now in the process of finalising reports; they will come home on 9 th
July with an opportunity for you to discuss them, if required, the following
week.
Some year groups are heading out on trips towards the end of term which is
so lovely to see and there are some exciting activities happening in all year
groups.
Following the latest guidance from the DfE we will be returning to a more
‘normal’ way of working in the new academic year. There will still be an
emphasis on regular hand washing, increased cleaning in school and good
ventilation but the ‘bubble’ system will not operate and children will not be
required to self-isolate if they are a close contact of a positive case. This is
great news for the children’s stability with their education although we will,
of course, still have to be super careful with anyone displaying any of the
main coronavirus symptoms.
—————————————————————————

GOVERNER NEWS
Dear Parents,
Over the past year, the Governors, in common with the whole school
community, have had to get used to a new way of operating. Following
government guidelines, we have conducted our meetings remotely -- a
new experience for us all. Although not the same as meeting face to face it
has proved to be effective and enabled us to keep in touch with what was
happening in the school. In the longer term, having no need to travel to
meetings may even allow us to access a larger pool of governors.
During lockdown, I was lucky enough to see the high quality of the school
online learning provision, in sessions from various staff and student groups.
Congratulations to everyone involved.

Book a PCR Test (not Lateral Flow)

One of the best parts of being a Governor is the contact with the children
and so it was fantastic recently to be able to make a brief visit to the school
and see how happy the children were to be back in class and how focused
they all were in their learning.
As we look forward to the next school year, we hope that it will be more
normal and that the Governors will be able to spend more time in school.

——————–————

We hope that everyone has a relaxing summer break.
Heather Duxbury
Vice Chair

Be all that you can be…

RECYCLING

YEAR 4 NEWS

Please remember that we
collect crisp packets for
recycling together with any old
plastic pens (biros, handwriting
or felt tip). Also, we have a
wheelie bin in the entrance hall
for any good quality pre-loved
uniform, any donations gratefully
received! Thank you to all who helped with the battery
recycling we have run for the past couple of years. We
will no longer be collecting batteries for recycling.

Y4 have been working on their Art topic looking
at Picasso. We began the topic by looking at
Picasso and his life, focussing initially on the
cubist movement and his contributions to this
period in the early part of the 20th century.

———————————————–——

PARKING AROUND SCHOOL
Please can we ask you all to be mindful of our
neighbours when parking near school. We have had
some reports of driveways being blocked, cars parked
on pavements and parking very close to junctions. As
well as upsetting local residents it also compromises the
safety of those walking to school.
———————————————–——

RECEPTION NEWS
In Reception the children have really enjoyed using the
outside woodwork area where they can make
anything out of wood. They have been planning their
project before sawing, hammering and glueing wood
alongside a variety of other resources to bring their
idea together. As well as that our artist focus this half
term has been Mondrian and the children have had
the opportunity to create a variety of Mondrian
inspired art pieces which are now on display outside
the classroom.

———————————————–——

YEAR 5 DT
This term, to link in with Geography work on Coastal
study, Year 5 have been learning to design, sew and
make fabric fish. Over a series of lessons, the children
learnt the skills of needle threading, running stitch, back
stitch, blanket stitch and tying off. A project of fish
making using all these skills was undertaken over a
period of two days. The
children all worked really
hard on their designs.
Many of the children had
never sewn before and all
were proud of the final
results.

Be all that you can be…

FOREST SCHOOL
This half term at Forest school we have had mixed
weather, so have enjoyed fires, hot chocolate and
muddy puddles but also the hot sun ,cooling off with
the hose pipe and making kites, balls and dream
catchers. In horticulture we have been looking at life
cycles and habitats; the children found dragonfly
nymphs and froglets while pond dipping. We also have
a new family of robins nesting in the garden . We have
some fruit and vegetables growing in the garden and
look forward to harvesting them in the next few weeks.

curriculum/cares-curriculum/
We are also thrilled to launch our brand new
Curriculum Blog, which showcases all of our latest
amazing curriculum work. Year groups have been busy
trialling new approaches, which can be seen here.
https://
www.sheringhamcarescurriculum.blogspot.com/
———————————————–——

SAFEGUARDING
At Sheringham Community Primary School & Nursery
we take the safety of our children very seriously. If you
ever have a concern about a child or adult please
speak to any member of staff who will support you,
alternatively you can speak with our Designated
Safeguarding Lead, Mr Amies.
We have updated the safeguarding page on our
website. There are some helpful links to organisations
that might be able to provide support for you, should
you require, with such things as bereavement, benefits,
debt, legal issues and more.
For more information, visit the safeguarding section of
our website: https://
www.sheringhamprimary.norfolk.sch.uk/our-school/
safeguarding/

———————————————–——

CURRICULUM UPDATE
Our new curriculum is called the ‘CARES Curriculum’,
which will prioritise the development of the whole child,
learning about Community, Aspiration, Resilience,
Emotional well-being alongside Skills and knowledge
from the national curriculum.

We are able to offer support with many family issues, so
please do contact Mr Amies, at the school, if you
would like to discuss anything that we might be able to
help with.
We also have trained Domestic Violence Champions
for Change in school. If anyone would like advice or
information on this very sensitive area please contact
Mrs Carter or Mr Amies.

After a few delays, we are on schedule to launch in
September.
For further information, please take a moment to
watch our first launch video, which can be found here:
https://www.sheringhamprimary.norfolk.sch.uk/
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Be all that you can be…

SUMMER READING CHALLENGE 2021

Be all that you can be…

